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I wanted everything. So I took it.I've been hired to protect the biggest pop star in the world. She's
beautiful, spoiled and the most famous woman on Earth. I'm determined to keep it professional.
She's determined to get a rise out of me. But I'm not sure she can handle it once she does.My name
is Joss but in the service they called me Ice. That's because I stay calm no matter what. No matter
what happens I keep control. I have a job to do and that's it.Until I meet my latest assignment. Trista
Davis is primped and polished to a high shine. She's sex on wheels. But what I didn't expect was
the soft side to her. A lost side, that needed my help.It goes deeper than just protecting her from
danger. She needs to be woken up. Set free.Come to think of it, so do I.*DEEP contains the FULL
MAN CANDY Trilogy of GRIND, HEAT and DEEP**This trilogy includes THREE guaranteed Happy
Ever Afters with no cheating ever!*
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Whew!! I had already read Grind and Heat before and I do love me some sexy Joanna Blake
stories, so of course I was all in for reading Deep when it was offered to me. Strong, quiet type, sexy
as sin man, who just happens to be a very protective bodyguard and an over-worked, over-styled,
over-pushed to her limits pop star...while it's been done before, it was still so engaging and

wonderfully naughty and I loved every word. I think I have read almost every book this author has
published and they all have their own unique charm and become quite addictive. Grab this special
edition while you can get it...all three books for one low price.I received a free copy of this book for
an honest review.***** 5 ***** "triple delicious man-candy" stars

I super enjoyed my weekend read! Aside from this absolutely stunning cover , DEEP by Joanna
Blake has the three complete full stories of the Man Candy series which I read for the first time and
I'm glad to do so in one sitting :He's a hot stripper , she's a prude school teacher ; Chandler and
Carolina's story in GRINDHe's a famous pornstar , she's a dedicated nurse ; Trent and Lexi's story
in HEAT (previously entitled BANG)He's a cold bodyguard , she's a lonely popstar ; Joss and
Trista's story in DEEPThis trilogy is super romantic , off the charts sexy , light, and an overall
absolute winning treat! I FLOVE it! '''

I enjoyed all of the trilogy. I was fortunate enough to purchase Deep and it included Grind and Heat.
The women were strong and independent. The men were protective and loving. Will there be a book
for Conrad? I truly loved these characters as a couple.

Joss is an ex Marine who runs his own security firm. He's brilliant, tough and emotionless. He never
lets his heart get involved. Trista is a sheltered pop star whose image is young and sexed up. In
reality she's kind and hard working. Both are lonely. When they find each other the results are
explosive. Love, romance, redemption it has it all!

AAH!! I love Joanna Blake and her bad boys! I was not surprised I'd love Joss just like the rest! I
was sucked right in and fell in love with Joss and wanted him for myself! I loved this story until the
very last page. Great job Joanna! I can't wait to read more from this amazing author!

All three of the books are fantastic. I loved each of them. You can't help but fall in love all three of
the lead characters. Buy this book, you will be pleasantly satisfied with their stories and how they
found their HEA. I don't know which hunk I liked better, they are all HOT! The length of each book is
perfect for a read.

I loved all 3 of these books. the first is grind, about a good southern bow who takes up stripping
because... well he's hot and he's good at it. he falls for the good girl who got away from back home.

then comes heat. Trent is a porn star who finds love with the nurse who takes care of him after an
accident - and she does not approve of his career choice! and then in deep we get to see joss meet
his match. he's been in all 3 books, cleaning up messes and saying very little. he's cold until he
meets trista. the fireworks are amazing. loved loved loved!

Bad boys to the MAX!Really sweet and sexy stories. Yes you get three separate books! They all
know each other and Joss shows up in all three books. I love this author's take on naughty but
sweet bad boys! YUM!
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